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A new proof is given based on known results about embeddings of geometric 
lattices in projective spaces, of the finiteness of the set of forbidden minors for 
matroid representation over GF(3). This approach is more abstract than previous 
ones in that it does not depend on explicitly producing the minors in question, and 
for this reason it is hoped that further progress can be made along these lines on the 
question of finiteness of the set of forbidden minors for arbitrary GF(q). 
1. INTR~D~JcTI~N 
For a prime power q, let us denote by L?(q) the class of (linite 
combinatorial) geometries which are linear (representable) over GF(q), and 
by F(q) the set offorbidden minors of L?(q)-i.e., the geometries which are 
minor-minimally not in Y(q). (For definitions see the end of this section and 
the references cited there.) 
In general if Z is a minor-closed class of geometries (as 9(q) is), then it 
is natural to ask for information about the corresponding set X(R) of 
forbidden minors. A geometry belongs to X precisely when it has no minor 
in .17(X), so that knowing iiT provides a characterization of 
membership in Z. In particular, our principal motivation in this paper is the 
question: Is F(q) finite for every prime power q? An affirmative answer to 
this question has been conjectured by Rota [ 121, but except for q = 2 and 3 
(see below) the problem has proved quite intractable. It remains one of the 
most intriguing and challenging problems in matroid theory. 
Some of the most remarkable results in that theory are theorems which 
determine X(Z) for certain natural classes. Most of these are due to Tutte 
([15, 16, 171), h w o in addition to determining X(2) (it consists just of the 
four-point line), found the excluded minors for the classes of regular and 
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graphic matroids. (An interesting alternative approach to forbidden minors is 
taken by Brylawski [4], who determines Z given that 3(Z) consists of the 
four-point line and the polygon matroid of K4.) 
The only other interesting &” for which X(Z) is known to be finite is 
P(3), whose forbidden minors are the five-point line, the seven-point 
projective plane, and their duals. This result, apparently due to R. Reid 
(unpublished, circa 1970), has been given three quite disparate proofs in [3, 
13, 141. In this paper we give another proof, based on some general 
embedding results of Kantor ([ 9, lo]), of the finiteness of X(3). Specifically 
we prove 
THEOREM. If G belongs to (3), then G has rank at most four. 
Now the reader would certainly be justified in asking, where is the need 
for another proof of Reid’s theorem, let alone of a weakened version of it? 
But to prove the weaker theorem without proving the stronger was precisely 
the aim with which this study was begun. For there is certainly no possibility 
of a complete determination of Y(q) in general, so that to attack the general 
problem we must develop techniques which do not depend on examining 
specific geometries. 
Of course one would also hope that a proof of the theorem above would 
be simpler and more insightful than the available proofs of Reid’s theorem, 
all of which are quite difftcult. Whether our proof accomplishes these goals 
will probably be a matter of opinion. I believe it does, perhaps because I 
regard Kantor’s theorem ((2.1) below)-or at least the “embedding lemma” 
of [9] on which it is based-as a fundamental fact about embeddings. At 
any rate, the amount of work which we must add to (2.1) to prove our 
Theorem is not very great. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the theorem of 
Kantor mentioned above and observe that it implies our Theorem in what 
might be described as the generic case. The remaining cases are handled 
directly in Section 3. An essential aspect of the argument is its use of what 
we are calling “induced” geometries (for lack of a better name). These rather 
natural objects do not seem to have been considered previously, and we 
devote the last two sections of the paper to some discussion of them in an 
attempt to persuade the reader of their potential usefulness. 
A word on terminology. We assume familiarity with the basics of 
combinatorial geometries, which we call simply geometries (see [2, 7, 
19, 51). We usually think of a geometry G in terms of the geometric lattice of 
its flats (closed sets), and use G also for the maximum element of this lattice. 
For the minimum of any lattice we write simply 0. We use I (or rG if 
necessary) to denote rank. Lattice elements of ranks 1, 2, and 3 are called 
points, lines and planes, respectively. A flat is often equated with the set of 
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points which lie below it, and in particular “x E G” means “x is a point of 
G.” As usual for flats X and Y of G with X< Y we write [X, Y] for the 
lattice of flats lying between X and Y. Of course this is again a geometric 
lattice whose points are the flats which cover X and lie below Y. We tend to 
use G and [0, G] rather interchangeably, trusting to context to clarify this 
and the other assorted ambiguities in which we indulge. 
2. BEGINNING THE PROOF 
In the geometric language we are using, a K-representation of the 
geometry G amounts, to a rank- and join- (and therefore order-) preserving 
map o from [0, G] to some PG(d, k) (which we regard as a subspace lattice). 
It is convenient to call such a map an embedding when r(G) = d + 1 (i.e., 
a( [0, G]) spans PG(d, K)). If G is representable over K, and if for any two 
embeddings u, r: [0, G] -+ PG(d, K) there exists y E Aut(PG(d, K)) with 
y o o = r, then G is said to be uniquely representable over K. (We take the 
liberty of using Aut(PG(d, K)) to mean PTL even when d = 1.) G is said to 
be K-rigid if for any embedding u: [0, G] + PG(d, K), the only 
automorphism of PG(d, K) fixing all points of a([O, G]), is the identity. 
Finally, an embedding cr: [0, G] + PG(d, K) is said to be a K-envelope 
if for any other embedding r: [0, G] -+ PG(d, K) there is a unique 
y E Aut(PG(d, K)) satisfying y o u = r. 
The last two definitions are due to Kantor [lo]. His main result, the basis 
of our proof, is essentially the following (see [lo], Main Lemma). 
(2.1) Let K be a field not isomorphic to any proper subfield of itself and 
G a geometry of rank at least Jive. Suppose that [x, G] has a K-envelope 
whenever x is a point or a line and is K-rigid whenever x is a plane. Then G 
has a K-envelope. 
To apply (2.1) we need a few additional observations. 
(2.2) Let K be a field not isomorphic to any proper subfield of itseuand 
G a geometry. Then G has a K-envelope if and only if G is uniquely represen- 
table over K and K-rigid. 
(This is fairly obvious; for an equivalent statement see [ 10, Lemma 51.) 
(2.3) (Brylawski-Lucas [5]) Any geometry representable over GF(3) is 
uniquely representable over GF(3). 
(2.4) (Kantor [ 10, Lemma 71) If G is connected and Aut(K) = 1 then 
G is K-rigid. 
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In view of these results we have 
(2.5) If G has rank at least five and if the geometry [x, G] is connected 
whenever x is a point, line or plane of G, then G &X(3). 
Proof. If G is to be in X(3), then, in particular, the geometries [x, G] 
with 1 < r(x) < 3 must be in p(3), which, since they are connected, implies 
that they have GF(3)-envelopes (by (2.2)-(2.4)). But then (2.1) implies 
GEIP(3). I 
Let us call a flat X of G coconnected (CC) if [X, G] is connected and non- 
coconnected (non-CC) otherwise. (This terminology seems due to Higgs (81.) 
In view of (2.5), our Theorem will follow from the next result, whose proof is 
contained in Section 3. 
(2.6) If G E Y(3), then all flats of G are coconnected. 
Remarks. 1. We regard (2.5) as known. In fact, Kantor [lo] gives a 
proof along these lines of the finiteness of ,F(2). His proof requires no 
analogue of our Section 3 as all geometries in y(2) are GF(2)-rigid. We 
might also mention that by appealing to the work of Percsy [ 11 ] we can 
drop the assumption that points are CC in (2.5). 
2. Our proof, as earlier ones, leans rather heavily on (2.3). This is 
regrettable, since the falsity of this result beyond q = 3 has probably been the 
greatest single obstacle to further progress on the general problem of 
finiteness of all X(q). 
3. THE BURDEN OF PROOF 
The following notion will play a central role throughout the rest of this 
paper. 
DEFINITION. Let F be a flat and T a subset of a projective space W. The 
geometry which T induces on F, denoted I(T, I;), is the subgeometry of F 
spanned by all points of the form (T’) n F with T’ c T. (Here (T’) is the 
flat spanned by T’.) If in addition X is a flat of W disjoint from F, we write 
I,[ T, F] for the geometry induced on [X, F V X] by the subset {t V X : t E T} 
of [X, W], and I;(T, F) for the subgeometry of [0, F] spanned by all points 
of the form (T’ U X) A F with T’ C T. 
The geometries I,(T, F) and I/i(T, F) are easily seen to be isomorphic 
(under the canonical isomorphism Y I-+ Y V X between [0, F] and 
[X, F V Xl); a fact we use explicitly in Section 4, but which the reader may 
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find it helpful to keep in mind also in the present section. If we assume that 
F, T, X lie not necessarily in a projective space, but in a geometry belonging 
to Y(3), then it still makes sense to define Z(T, F) as the geometry which 
a(T) induces on a(F) for any GF(3)-embedding 0 of TU F (the isomorphism 
type of this geometry being independent of u by (2.3)), and similarly for 
Z,(T, F). For what appears to be the correct generalization of the above 
definition to arbitrary geometries, see Section 4. 
One more definition before we proceed. For flats S, T of a geometry G, we 
write 6(S, Z’) for what should be thought of as the “ideal” rank of the meet 
of S and T, namely, 
S(S, T) = r(S) + r(T) - r(S v T>. 
Suppose now that G is a geometry whose proper minors are in Y(3) and 
that F is a minimal non-CC flat of G. Let S, T be complementary separators 
of [F, G] ([ 7, p. 13.11) and set S\F = S,, 7jF = T,, (notice we regard S and 
T here as flats of G). 
Let W be a GF(3)-projective space of rank r(G), and let IV,, W,, W, be 
flats of W of ranks r(S), r(T), r(F) resp., with W, A W, = W, (so also 
W, V W, = IV). We will prove GE Y(3) by producing embeddings a: 
[0, S] + [0, W,] and p: [0, T] + [O, W,] such that for any S’ <S and 
T’ < T 
r&a(S’) V P(T’)) = r&S V T’) (3.1) 
or equivalently (since W is modular), 
r,(a(S’) A /3(T’)) = S(S’, T’). (3.2) 
(To see that (3.1) implies G E Y(3), notice that all flats of G are of the form 
S’ V T’ with S’ < S, T’ < T, and that the map u: [0, G] -+ [O, W] given by 
a@’ V T’) = a(S’) V ,8(T’) is well-defined and is in fact an embedding. We 
omit the details.) 
Proofs of the next two statements are postponed until Section 4. 
(3.3) Z(S, F) is connected. 
(Notice S E Y(3) by minimality of G, so it makes sense to speak of 
Z(S, F).) 
(3.4) There exists x E S, for which Z,(S, F) is connected. 
Note. While some of the results of Section 4-in particular those which 
generalize (3.4)-appear to require some effort, the reader may observe that 
all we really need for a proof of our Theorem are the cases of (3.3) and (3.4) 
with r(F) < 3, and these are easily settled by ad hoc arguments. 
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Let x be as in (3.4). Let a: [0, S] -+ [0, W,] be an embedding with 
a(F) = W,, and write W, for a(x). The restriction of a to [x, S] is an 
embedding in [W,, W,] and by (2.3) may be extended to an embedding y: 
[x, G] --t [W,, W]. In fact, since a(F V x) = W, V W, = W, A (W, V W,), 
we can choose y so that y(T V x) = W, V W,. 
We now obtain an embedding /3: [0, T] -+ [0, W,] by setting /?(T’) = 
y(T’ V x) A W,. Of course ,8 is an embedding since it is simply the 
composition 2; ’ o y 0 z,, where zi: [0, T] -+ [x, TV x] and z2: [0, W,] -+ 
[W.., W, V W,] are the natural isomorphisms given by z,(T’) = T’ V x, 
z*(W’) = W’ v  w,. 
In addition we have for F’ <F 
,f3(F’) = y(F’ V x) A W, 
= a(F’ V x) A W, 
= a(F’) 
so that 
PI [O,Fl = cf /,O,F] * (3.5) 
We will show that a and /I as just defined satisfy (3.2). Let S’ < S, 
T’ < T. If T’ <F, then (3.2) follows from (3.5), so we may assume T’ 4 F. 
Choose y E T’\F and write WY for /I(y). Then (3.2) is equivalent to 
r((a(S’) V W,,) A p(T’)) = S(S’ V y, T’), (3.6) 
since the right and left hand sides of (3.6) are just the corresponding sides of 
(3.2) increased by 1. 
Now if we define 0: [y,SVy]-,[W,,, W,V W,,] by O(S”Vy)= 
a(S”) V W,, (where S” < S), then 0 is an embedding (equal to z4 0 a 0 z;’ 
where z3: [0, S] -+ [y, S V y] and z4: [0, Ws] -+ [WY, W, V WY] are the 
natural isomorphisms). We may therefore extend it to an embedding 8: 
[y, G] -+ [WY, W] with e(T)= W,. Now 
r((a(S’) V W,,) A O(r)) = r(f?(S’ V y) A e(T’)) = 6(S’ V y, T’) 
(the second equality holds because 8 is an embedding), and so (3.6) will 
follow from 
(a(S’) V W,,) A /?(T’) = (a(S’) V W,,) A tl(T’). (3.7) 
In fact, as both sides of (3.7) are contained in W, V WY 
(=(W, V WY) A W,), we need only show 
( W, V W,,) A /?( T’) = ( W, V W,,) A 8( T’). (3.8) 
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We next observe that (3.8) follows from (in fact is equivalent to) 
(WF” WY ” wx> A CaV’) ” Wx) 
= (W, v w, v W,) A (CqT’) v W,) (3.9) 
(since the left and right hand sides of (3.8) are just the intersections of the 
corresponding sides of (3.9) with W, V WY), which we may rewrite as 
( W,. V W, V WY) A y(T’ ” x) 
= ( W,. V W, V WY) A 8( T’ V x). (3.10) 
We can now (finally) come to the point. Let y’ and 8’ be the restrictions 
of y and 0 to [x V y, G]. Then by (2.3) there is an automorphism CJ of 
[W,V W,,,G] such that y’=aoB’. Now 19’ and y’ agree on [xVy,SVy] 
(since for x < S” < S we have B’(S” V y) = a(S”) V WY = y(S” V y)), so 
that 0 fixes all elements of 0’( [x V y, S V y]). 
It follows that Q also fixes the geometry which 0’( [x V y, S V y]) induces 
on [W, V W,,, W,. V W, V W,,]. But this geometry, which is just I,,(S, F), 
is isomorphic to I,(S, F) (a consequence of the canonical isomorphism of 
lx,Sl into [xVY, SVYI), and is therefore connected. We may thus invoke 
(2.4) to assert that 6 fixes all elements of [ W, V W,, W, V W, V WY], and 
in particular 
( W, V W, V WY) A y( T’ V x) = ( W,,. V W, V W,) A CJ 0 f9( T’ V x) 
= u(( W,.. V W, V W,) A 8(T’ V x)) 
= ( W, V W, V W,,) A 8(T’ V x). 
This completes the proof of (3.10), (2.6) and the Theorem. 1 
4. INFORMATION IN INDUCED GEOMETRIES 
The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the global structure of a 
geometry may be reflected in the structures of various induced geometries. 
The two statements (3.3) and (3.4) whose proofs we earlier postponed are 
easy corollaries of the results we prove here. 
(4.1) Let S be a connected subgeometry of a projective space W and F a 
flat of S. Then Z(S, F) is connected. 
ProoJ We induct on the size of S, := SW. If / S,] = 0, then Z(S, F) = S 
is connected by assumption. Otherwise let x E S,. By [ 181 either S\x or S/x 
is connected (where S\x and S/x denote deletion of and contraction by x). 
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In the first case Z(S\x, F) is a connected (spanning) subgeometry of Z(S, F), 
which is therefore also connected. Similarly, in the second case we have 
connectivity of Z,(S, F) which is isomorphic to the subgeometry Z:(S, F) of 
qs, q. I 
The next result is in the it-must-be-known-but-I-can’t-find-it-in-the- 
literature category. 
(4.2) Let F be a minimal non-CC jlat of a geometry G, and S an 
elementary separator of [F, G]. Then S (regarded as a flat of G) is 
connected. 
Proof. Suppose instead that S = S, @ S,, set Fi = F fJ Si, and let T be 
the separator of [F, G] complementary to S. We may assume that S, 4 F 
and S, n F # 0. But then F, is non-CC-we leave to the reader the 
straightforward verification that TVS, and S, are complementary 
separators of [F,, G]-and this contradicts the minimality of F. 1 
The above results rather trivially imply (3.3). For it is clearly sufficient to 
prove (3.3) when S is an elementary separator of [F, G], in which case S is 
connected by (4.2), whence Z(S, F) is connected by (4.1). 
We now turn to a rather broad generalization of (3.4) which is the main 
result of this section. First we require some new terminology. 
We find it convenient in what follows to use the language of hypergraphs 
([ 1, Chap. 171). We write V(H) for the vertex set and E(H) for the edge set 
of hypergraph H, and P(H) for the set of components of H. (Recall that a 
component is a minimal nonempty V’ E V(H) such that, for each E E E(H), 
either E G V’ or En I” = 0. Incidentally, we differ slightly from [ 1 ] in that 
we do not require U{E : E E E(H)} = V(H).) 
Let p, ,..., pn be a basis for a flat F of a projective space W. With each 
u E F we associate the subset E(u) of { p, ,..., p,} consisting of those pi which 
lie in the fundamental circuit of u in the basis p1 ,.,.,p” (see [ 19, p. 241). Now 
for S E W we define a hypergraph H(S;pl,...,pn) having vertex set 
,,...,p,,} and edge set {e(u): 
&nF= 0, we write 
u is a point of Z(S, F)}. If also XE W and 
H,(S;p i ,...,p,) for the hypergraph with vertex set 
{p, ,..., p,} and edge set {E(u) : u is a point of Z&,(S, F)}. 
Now for any XC S we trivially have P(H,(S;p, ,...,p,)) < P(H(S; 
p, ,..., p,)) (where “<” is the usual order on partitions: P < Q if each set of P 
is contained in some set of Q), and in general we expect this inequality to be 
quite strict. The following result thus comes as a bit of a surprise. 
(4.3) Let F and S be as above and suppose that S, := SW is nonempty. 
Then there is an x E S, for which P(H,(S;p, ,...,p,>> = P(H(S; p1 ,..., P,>). 
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(The reader will readily discover situations in which no x E S satisfies 
H,(S; P, ,..., P,, ) = fW; P, ,..., P,).) 
Before proving this result we observe that it contains (3.4). First of all, it 
is clear that if u1 ,..., u, E F, then connectivity of the subgeometry of F whose 
points are p, ,..., pn, 24, ..., u, is equivalent to connectivity of the hypergraph 
with vertices pi and edges E(ui). Now given S and F as in (3.4), let 
p1 ,...,pn E S form a basis of F. Then the connectivity of Z(S, F) (see (3.3)) is 
equivalent to connectivity of H(S; p , ,..., p,), so that (4.3) provides an x E S, 
for which H,(S;p, ,..., p,) is connected. But this in turn is equivalent to 
connectivity of Zi(S, F), or of the isomorphic geometry Z,(S, F). 
Proof of (4.3). For convenience we set H(S; p,,...,pJ = H(S) and 
H,(S; P, ,..., p,) = H(x). We may as well assume that W = F V (S). If 
(S,) f7 F = 0, then the result is trivial: H(x) = H(S) for every x E S,. So we 
may assume r(S,) > c + 1, where c = r(W) - r(F). In this case it is 
convenient to prove the slightly stronger statement 
(a) there exists an independent set X G S, with /XI = c + 1 and 
(X) V F = W, such that P(H(x)) = P(H(S))for every x E X. 
We will prove (a) by induction on c; but as it is only in the proof of (b) 
below that we need to assume (a) holds for smaller c, it is only at that point 
that we argue the initial case c = 1 separately. 
Choose x, E S, with P(H(x,)) maximal. 
(b) There exist x2,..., x,+ , E S, such that 
(i) P(H(Xi)) = P(H(x,)), i = 2 ,..., c + 1, and 
(ii) x, ,..., x,+ , are independent and (x, ,..., x,+ ,) V F = W. 
Suppose first that c = 1. Then for distinct x, y E S,, (x V y) A F is a point 
which we denote E(x, y). It is easy to see that for any x, y, z E S,, 
WY, z> 2 E(x, v> mx, z) (*I 
(where d is symmetric difference). Let x2 be any point of S,\{x,} for which 
E(x,, x,) is maximal. We assert that P(H(x,)) > P(H(x,)), which of course 
gives P(H(x,)) = P(H(x,)). 
Suppose instead that there exists a partition C =A U B of some 
C E P(H(x,)) such that no component of H(x2) meets both A and B. Let 
E E E(H(x,)) meet both A and B. If E = E(x, ,v) for some y E S,, then 
E(XZ 7 Y) E EW(xJ) a so 1 meets A and B (this follows from (*) and the 
maximality of E(x,, x2)). But otherwise E = E(y) for some y E S n F, in 
which case E E E(H(x,)). This proves our assertion; hence the case c = 1 of 
@I. 
Now suppose c > 1, and for the moment let us write S V x, for the set 
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{s v  x i : s E S} of points of [x,, W]. Applying (a) inductively in the 
projective space [x,, W] yields points x2,..., x,+i of S, such that x2 V x, ,..., 
X c+lVxl are independent points of [xi, IV] and P(HXi,,,(S V x,; 
Pl vx 1 ,..., p, V x,)) = P(H(S V x,; p, V x1 ,..., pn V x1)) for i = 2 ,..., c + 1. 
But the bijection from points of [xi, F V x,] to points of [0, F] given by 
q V xi ++ q induces an isomorphism from H(S V x,; pI V x1 ,...,p, V x,) to 
H(x,), whereas it maps E(H,+,,(S V x,; p1 V x1 ,...,p, V x,)) into E(H(xi)). 
Thus P(H(xi)) > P(H(x,)) f or each i, and equality holds by the maximality 
of P(H(x,)). This proves (b). 
In what follows we write P for P(H(x,)) (=P(H(x,)), 2 < i < c + l), and 
D(x) for the set of points of I:($ F). If P = P@?(S)), then (a) is contained in 
(b), so we assume P < P(H(S)). Then there exist u E F and Z c S such that 
(Z) n F = u and E(u) is not contained in any C E P. Let C E P satisfy 
CnE(u)#o. 
Choose i E {I,..., c + 1 } and write x for xi. Since u 6.G D(x), (Z U x) A F 
must be a line 1. A few observations: 
(i) D(x) contains at least two points (say v, w) of 1. 
For if Z’ E Z U x is maximal subject to x E Z’ and (Z’) n F = 0, then the 
flats (Z’ U z) with z E Z\Z’ cannot all meet 1 in the same point. 
(ii) E(u) M(w) G E(u) E E(v) U E(w) (an immediate consequence of 
the dependence of the vectors representing U, U, w). 
(iii) Either E(v) c C or E(v) n C = 0, and similarly for E(w) (since 
v, w, E D(x) and C E P). 
From (ii) and (iii) we have, possibly interchanging v and w, 
(iv) E(v) = E(u)\C and E(w) = E(u) n C. 
But there is only one pair of points u, w  satisfying (iv) and collinear with U, 
whence 
(v) The line 1 and points v, w are independent of i, and for each i, v 
and w are the only points of 1 in D(xi). 
Set X= {x ,,..., x,, ,}. If we assume (as we may) that the Z we have 
chosen is an independent set, then we have a line 1 and independent sets Z 
and X with the following properties. 
(vi) (Z)Vl=(X)VIandthisflathasrankc+2;IZI=IXI=c+l. 
(Proof. Since (Z) A F = u, IZl< c + 1. On the other hand, X G (Z) V 1, 
so that c + 2 > r((Z) V I) > r((X) V I) = c + 2.) 
(vii) (Z) A I = u; the only points of the form (Y) n 1 with YE Z U X 
and YnX#0 are v and w. 
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We will show by induction on c that such a situation is impossible. If 
c=l, letting Z={z1,z2} we find that (ziVxj)AIE{v,w) for any 
i, j E { 1,2) (note Xf7 Z = 0) forces 1x1, x2} = {(Zl v u> A (z2 v w), 
(z, V w) A (z2 V 0)). But then we cannot have (x, V x2) A ZE {v, w}. 
So suppose c > 1. Choose z E Z\(X) (noting u E (Z)\(X) implies 
Z g (X)). Let X’ be a c-element subset of X satisfying (X’) A I = 0. Then if 
we replace I, Z and X respectively by the line 1 V z and the independent sets 
(z’ V z : z’ E Z, z’ # z} and {x V z :x E X’} of the projective space [z, W], 
it is easily checked that conditions (vi) and (vii) hold with c reduced by one. 
But this by induction is known to be impossible. 
As this contradiction derived from the assumption P < P(H(s)), we 
conclude that P = P(H(S)) and the proofs of (a) and (4.3) are complete. m 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
1. Much of the structure of I(T, F)-and all that we have actually 
used-is contained in the hypergraph H(T, F). It turns out that while we 
cannot give a sensible definition of I(T, F) in the absence of an embedding, 
we can still define the corresponding hypergraphs as follows. Let F be a flat 
of the geometry G, and A = (pl ,..., p,, ) a fixed basis of F. Then for any 
X E G with 6((X), F) = 1 there is a (unique) subset E(X) of A such that any 
circuit C EXUA with CnA # 0 satisfies CnA = E(X). (When X = {pi} 
we set E(X) = {pi} as well.) When G is embedded in a projective space W 
and (X) n F = u (in W), then E(X) is just E(u) as defined in Section 4. 
Moreover, if the hypergraph definitions of that section are extended in the 
natural way, then the analogues of (4.1) and (4.3) can be proved in this more 
general setting. Namely, for S a geometry and F a flat of S with basis 
(P,.-*rPnI: 
(5.1) If S is connected, then H(S;p, ,...,P,> is connected. 
(5.2) If S, := S\F is nonempty, then there is an x E S, for which 
PW,(S; P, ,..., P,)) = P(H(S; ~1 ,-..y P,)). 
As might be expected these statements can be given proofs similar to those 
of Section 4, although a bit more than straightforward translation seems to 
be required. 
2. The message of Section 4 appears to be that a good deal of infor- 
mation about a geometry G embedded in a projective space is contained in 
the various geometries induced on flats of G. We expect there is a good deal 
to be done in this direction, and ask just to begin: 
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(a) What other properties of G are reflected in Z(G, F)? 
(b) What other properties of Z(G, F) are preserved by some Z,(G, F)? 
The argument of Section 3 should give some idea of why such questions will 
be important if the general question of finiteness of X(q) is to be attacked 
along the lines of this paper. 
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